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Oddělení americké armády White Hat v pondělí zatklo bývalého

koordinátora reakce na Covid-19 zločineckého Bidenova režimu Jeffa

Zientse za velezradu a vraždu související s prosazováním

experimentálních a potenciálně smrtících vakcín americké veřejnosti,

řekl zdroj JAG Real Raw News.
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Jeff Zients, obchodník, jehož životopis postrádá jakékoli lékařské

doklady, vystřídal zesnulou Dr. Deborah Birx a od ledna 2021 do

dubna 2022 působil jako hlavní koordinátor reakce na koronavirus.

Dříve byl zástupcem ředitele Husseina Obamy pro řízení Úřadu pro

řízení a rozpočet. .

Armáda s důkazy tvrdí, že Zients byl tvůrcem povinných očkovacích

mandátů, přestože věděla, že injekce sraženiny způsobují nevolnost a

zabíjejí desítky tisíc občanů, především seniorů a

imunokompromitovaných. Zienti měli hory tvrdých důkazů, které

ukazují kauzalitu mezi vakcínami a nadměrnou úmrtností, řekl náš

zdroj. Zients nicméně argumentoval ve prospěch toho, aby byl každý

Američan, nemocný i zdravý, očkovaný, dvojitě očkován a posílen.

JAG říká, že důkaz o Zientsově zločinnosti bude znám, až bude čelit

vojenskému soudu.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že vyšetřovatelé JAG zadrželi Zientse, když byl na

ranní procházce poblíž svého sídla v části Wesley Heights ve

Washingtonu, DC, enklávě bohatých Deep Staterů jako Zients, jejichž

čisté jmění se pohybuje na 160 milionech dolarů, částečně díky

sraženinám. střílel kopy. Zients vypadal překvapeně, když k němu

vyšetřovatelé přistoupili, řekl náš zdroj, a zeptal se: "Kdo... kdo jsi?"

Když byl na jeho jméno ukázán vojenský zatykač, Zients údajně

pronesl "Ach, ne!" a pokusil se utéct. Ale 56letý, ochablý Zients běžel

jen pár stop, než ho vyšetřovatelé zadrželi a spoutali, a pak ho hodili

na zadní sedadlo svého vozidla.

"Nechápu, o co tady jde." Nic jsem neudělal. Věřte mi, nic jsem

neudělal,“ protestoval Zients.

"Nevěřil bych vám, kdybyste řekl, že déšť je mokrý," odsekl

vyšetřovatel. "A když jsi nic neudělal, proč jsi utíkal?"

"Kam mě to vedeš?" zeptal se Zient.

"GITMO," odpověděl vyšetřovatel.
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"A sakra," řekl Zients.

Zients, řekl náš zdroj, byl transportován do zadržovacího zařízení,

kde čekal na let do Guantánama.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 48 485krát, dnes 2 421 návštěv)

Je čas nechat minulost za sebou. Budu rád, když všichni ti zabijáci a

pervové budou jen špatné vzpomínky.

Metoo, but I will be even MORE glad that they are permanently

REMOVED from society so they can’t harm anyone else! He may not

have had any medical credentials, but EVERYONE who can read

understands when they have reports and articles cross his desk

saying that people were DYING from the vaccine that it was time to

STOP and REASSESS, NOT GO FULL STEAM AHEAD with this!

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this

article..https://smartbucks1.blogspot.com/

https://smartbucks1.blogspot.com/
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Last edited 7 hours ago by Mondexmomma

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this

article..https://smartbucks1.blogspot.com/

Last edited 7 hours ago by Mondexmomma

On the computer, my companion mother earns $50 per hour

(Personal Computer). She has been out of work for a while, but this

month she received a cheque for $11,500 while just working on her

own computer for nine hours a day.

 
…

 
To learn more, see this article—>>> https://t.co/mz7fETzofL

Last edited 6 hours ago by Mondexmomma

Lol! You are no difference then the ghetto who cried racists! Give me

a break, for all what he’s could be an kazarian mafia ( faked Jew).

The time is coming, but it’s not here yet. And we have still to put into

place foundations for the future, so that such a level of evil cannot

happen again.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Anne Stallybrass

Many people have already gone to one of six tribunal locations. 90%

have been executed. See Gitmo.TV

Based on what source? What was said & why was Nuremberg chosen

again? Doesn’t make sense. So far I don’t believe this assertion.

We’ve been having military tribunals in various locations since 2017.

I don’t see anyone in Germany talking about ramping up trials in

Nuremberg & I meet with a guy in Germany every Monday to discuss

these issues. Where does this intel come from?

https://smartbucks1.blogspot.com/
https://t.co/mz7fETzofL
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It has been called Nuremburg 2.0 because it has a precedent, &

people understand that. The Nuremburg Code, as well as several

others, such as the Geneva Convention Code, are Human Rights

codes of ethics agreed upon across the planet.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Tracy Reinert

That will never happen until full exposure occurs. If it’s not fully

exposed then all we’ve done is prune the evil tree. It must be ripped

out by the roots – every last tendril of root must be exposed. Then we

put in safegaurds & build a new government.

Doctors giving it on request while honoring a “no” still have been

rooting out people to jab.

How can it be left behind if the death shots and boosters are still

being given out and people are still being harmed and set up to be

exterminated? It doesn’t do any good to arrest these Nazi’s until

there’s a recall and those death shots and boosters are taken off of

the market. The poison has to be removed along with those who

implemented it for there to be full Justice. Until then how can we rest

and have full Justice? When I go into Walgreens, Walmart, Smiths

and Albertson’s who gives out those death shots and boosters and

they have a big FAT Sign saying that the Covid 19 death shots and

boosters have been recalled and will no longer be “administered” and

hear on the Mockingbird Media that it’s been recalled then I will

know it’s done and that Justice is being served. Until then people are

still being allowed to go through the gas and death chamber to their

extermination and genocide.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Evangelina Martinez

The sheer insanity of someone saying “I’ll ONLY believe this when

the biggest liars on the planet (MSM) say it’s true”.
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Does anyone NOT see the fallacy in that position? Does anyone

expect the media to suddenly start saying it’s true. My position is

anyone that thinks the MSM is the only place that is publishing the

truth — means that they are currently believing ONLY the MSM –

who are ONLY lying.

This my friends is DELUSION – & it perfectly frames what has

happened to Americans. I talk to people every day who won’t believe

any sources OTHER than the MSM. So as long as the MSM lies –

these people follow them. If they ACTUALLY started telling the truth

– these same people would not believe them – because the truth is

what they have hated – & they will continue to hate the truth as long

as it contradicts the MSM because the MSM ALSO HATES THE

TRUTH.

I believe the MSM will start telling the truth.

My evidence? “All shall be revealed”; and, a short clip from an old

Simpson’s episode, where Homer had invented a drink that Moe

stole from him. Homer started seeing Moe everywhere, then

(wearing his robe, outdoors) spun around and fell on the ground, and

saw some flowers which turned towards him, each having Moe’s face,

and they all said “Hiya Homer, what’s the matter?”

I expect the MSM will “tell the truth, and ask, what’s the matter?”

Simpsons predicted the future in many instances, is backup

evidence.

No, am not “doing science”, that’s often unrepeatable, kek.

(Oh, and — the “spinning and falling on the ground upset” seems to

be a symptom of the jab; so, yet another “Simpson’s prediction”!

(Going further, who is the simp’s son? “Simp sons” indicates more

than one; Homer is Grampa’s son, and Bart is Homer’s son, so

there’s two; there was in one episode a “No Homer’s Club” in which

there was one Homer, because, no plural…))
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We’ve been programmed most of our lives until by habit, our

reasoning abilities doesn’t see the red flags or hear alarm bells. We’re

conditioned to trust ONLY the familiar and avoid anything ‘out of the

norm’ for us. Sadly, misinformation and falsehoods ARE the normal

for most of us. Only an open mind can conceive that there might be

another side of the story. Pray for discernment. Jesus is the way, the

truth, and the life. He will free us free from this delusion.

So true! My daughter sneers at the lying MSM but when I drop a hint

at what’s really going on behind the scenes, her response is always, ”

Why isn’t it on the news?” She watches ‘the View’ and others like it

and scoffs at their bias yet, she trusts them, some what. There are

people who will stick to ‘Name Brand’ merchandise and pay a huge

price for the brand. That’s what’s happening here rather than

purchase a lesser known brand of the same product. It’s

indoctrination, which is mind control- pure & simple.

Apparently it works extremely well. People trust the lying news even

when they know they are not truthful. They trust them more than

they trust themselves.

Thank you. It’s so frustrating when people refuse to believe the truth

until the liars tell it. Have mercy. You gotta hold your breath for a

long time waiting for a liar to tell the truth. Why do people do that?

Geez I had to convince myself to stop doing it. It’s nonsensical.

But the MSM is owned outright, by the black hats, so they can keep

making up lies, lies, lies and more lies, all they want and the chem

trailed, fluoridated, dumbed down sheeple will lap up their drivol

with a ladel and keep on dying with gusto…!

 
Twenty years in the future, anaylists in the next generation, cleaned

up, rebuilt media will be asking how the population was so stupid

into taking poisonous shots like sheep falling off a cliff….
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Future generations to come people will look back at these times and

shake their heads in disbelief and horror at the mental insanity of

humans.

Our nation is subdividing. Why is it taking so long? A relationship is

not hard to discard. Our employees are now irrelevant. Why would

we remain to keep that foundation in place when DC is now officially

a slum and the people working in those gov’t owned bldgs have no

honor, integrity or even knowledge of what it means to BE American.

It’s time to simply walk away. It is that simple.

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this

article.. https://payathome.blogspot.com/

Last edited 11 hours ago by Mondexmomma

Someone actually said your reply was “antisemetic”. WHAT!!!

Seriously?

How’s that? Anyway, I totally agree with this comment. I’ll be glad

when all these killers and pervs are, just say it, executed.

when General Berger picks em up, they are already tried sealed and

delivered. Saves time and money.

Never interrupt your enemy when he is making a mistake. Napoleon

Bonaparte

1st Mistake Zients tried to run.

He will sing like a Canary

My first thought in being told I was going to GITMO would be “I’m

not ever coming out of there”.

https://payathome.blogspot.com/
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He was a dead man before they came to get him. I would have like to

see the arrest on cam. Figure that area is heavily recorded all day and

night. So he goes out for a walk and they get him, like no cams are

helping anymore. They must be throwing each other under the bus or

something. Maybe Delta disables all cameras like spaceships turn off

cars.

Just like what mysteriously happened to Jeffrey Epstein. All cameras

conveniently went dark in the moments he was supposedly killed.

Blessings,

KNOW Your enemy, communicate/commune with Your enemy.

LEARN Your enemy. TEACH what You KNOW, LISTEN to Your

enemy. Hu, is Your enemy. Literally, each of US, carries OUR enemy.

LEARN to TRULY READ. Example, Justice, Education, Discipline &

Intelligence create the capitalized acronym, given by WAR, to my

students, in every era. Do not argue. E-ego-=enemy. The EARTH, is

another acronym. And a name for THE MIDDLE. As ABOVE, As

BELOW, and in this MIDDLE. Put down or tear down ALL WALLS,

within the minds of JERICHO. Think and use positive words if a “set

of RUNES”, called words, and break them down. Taking offense to

FACTS, and not supporting this bs fiction, does not Teach, Help,

Orate, or Respect -THOR the PROBLEM. COLLECTIVE KARMA, not

on a good side, is THE PROBLEM. Worlds exist within CRYSTALS,

which power STAR SHIPS, and YES, Wi are meant to FLY!!! TRUTH

1000%, or The BLACK KNIGHT, will LEAD THE WHITE SCARS!!!

STORM WATCHERS!!!!! I AM Hu, better known as DEATH. I like

using bats on knee caps, hence “batman”. True story. Mafia slang,

“Jew mutha fuckin aliens, goina get an BAT MAN beat down” and I’ll

go PRIMAL. But don’t worry, “2 weeks” right??? Another “2 weeks”.

Slow as fuckin molasses.

 

Saw similar feel-good story yesterday: two carjackers block in and

then approach a parked car with two women, guy has trouble starting

car, puts gun on his lap, lady grabs gun and runs, idiot chases and

tackles her, she shoots and kills him.
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Sadly she was placed in cuffs when police arrived, but released and

not charged.

GITMO. I bet that he’s concerned now. He should have known his

evil would catch up to him.

God told EVERYONE a long long time ago that our sin would find us

and that’s why it does no good to run! You can’t hide!

Money signs of the late and not great USD were floating in his flabby

mind, hes oblivious to everything else

Luke 12:2 – There is nothing concealed that will not be disclosed,

and nothing hidden that will not be made known

 
3: What you have spoken in the dark will be heard in the daylight,

and what you have whispered in the inner rooms will be proclaimed

from the housetops.…

 
King James Bible

 
For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; neither hid,

that shall not be known.

Will it ever be as many as they killed is the question? We are still

sitting in the dark as to how many more will die before the public

knows the truth about the boosters, which they are still handing out

like candy.

 
The white hats are arreating people in the dark, the truth still isn’t

getting out to people that are ignorante to the truth because of MSM.

They are still perpetuating the narrative. Today alone, I heard 1 radio

announcement and saw 2 TV commercials for the stupid clot shots.

Ironically I was only listening to radio for 10 minutes and watched

morning news for 1/2 hour. What is further infuriating is that all

stations regardless of persuasion are playing them.

I’m confused by the same thing. The military is not officially telling

people by flyer distribution, airplane flyer tickers, bumper stickers,

signs, bill boards, no nothing, while these evil to ignorant’s trickster
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people into jabs. One way I hear is get out of jail offers for getting the

jabs. They lie to push that jab on inmates waiting for entrance into

rehab.

Because of this the people think RRN is fake news. It’s at the least

not threatening enough to make people stop but instead they can

either GITMO prison or hanging, it’s a secret except for the few that

read RRN. It’s not believable enough to send a cease and desist

message to the ignorants, etc.

Nothing is put on the military official websites witantivax news is

there? Dark hats still have the power to jab. Even since military

smashed up vaxxed blood, at military hospitals, have they smashed it

up, or the jabs, at the local hospitals or at jails, prisons, and mental

hospitals, boarding or other schools? It still reeks of coercion going

on at institutions to get jabbed and is inexcusable.

The places theoretically should have had arrests of their corporate

owners to make them all stop mandating this.

Say military just went into UCLA, one hospital place, and confiscated

all jabs and someone in charge of jabs decision making and took over

the computers and force them to write emergency orders going into

the computers to stop all jabs? That would send a message. Maybe

they could have sniper laser attacked from planes, jab shipments off

the road?

Nobody has attacked the hospital data bases have they? It seems like

a logical thing to do along with people being killed to put the jab out

there.

The Twitter files are due to release a lot more information, also about

covid and the shots. The journalist reporting about it is said to be a

liberal, one of “them”, the normies. I expect that will have some

effect-maybe break through the mind control with some-and that’s

just the beginning.
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JAG needs to start rounding up the MSM creeps, that are still

spreading the lies that the sheeple lap up, no matter what….

“Oh, shit,” Zients said.

I find that a refreshing alternative to detainees’ usual response that

their powerful associates will hold the White Hats accountable.

He will surely lose some, if not most of his flab in GITMO. Blessings,

I’m never the first commenter so I guess this won’t stick. Anyway I

am surprised that he was surprised about what was happening to

him. I guess the word hasn’t been spread to his part of the Cabal yet.

This guy really deserves the death penalty.

I guess with all the clones, doubles, CGI and fake mainstream news,

they don’t get it. They keep on like energizer batteries…

No they don’t. But how and why are you so certain of Birx’s demise

or disappearance? The tails get taller on down the line.

Faith is: there is no carbon dioxide in the air we all breathe. But what

is the oxygen to carbon ratio?

So sure of yourself makes you foolish.

“I don’t know squat, is my best position of power. “

Love your ending! I have no idea what year it is, or day of the week

for that matter.

There are no experiments I can perform, to determine either of

those.

There’s no way of knowing for sure; I can only agree with the

consensus, or perhaps, choose not to.

Like, I think this system reaches only around 7,000 years total,

before it dies in a fire. We live eternally though; we get to experience

many instances of “this system,” reading many passages through
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each choose-your-own-adventure book we’re currently in. The ride

never ends.

God bless in Jesus name.

I assume that like the military, the many disparate pockets of the

deep state organization are (to a greater or lesser extent)

compartmentalized; this is largely how (with major help from the

controllers of the zeitgeist, the MSM) a few truly evil people can get

their goals achieved by mere “useful idiots”.

Maybe…Fauci and group convinced him Birks quit, but seriously…

this man knew dam well what HE WAS DOING!!!!

He should be first on the gallows. Ater what he did, after was Biden

what Biden did to bring the COVID hoax to the world after Obama

and Bat Lady and Fauci did, and he is continuing these forced

vaxxes, let him hang.

The word HAS SPREAD, otherwise he wouldn’t have said “Oh Shit!

they think these things: I will NEVER get caught. OR I can LIE my

way out of this! OR My friends are powerful, they will get me out!

AND It is Trump’s fault! If we get rid of him, all this will STOP! They

don’t realize that this is WAY BEYOND just Trump anymore.

Don’t forget they are also afraid of the DS. “If the left hand don’t get

ya, the right one will.”

Look on the bright side, Mr. Zients. The prison chow served at the

GITMO cafeteria will guarantee rapid weight loss. Try the chicken ‘n

rice surprise. I hear it’s a real killer…

Did this idiot really think that by continuing to take the place of

 
The Scarf Lady Deborah Birx was a good idea? We all know that what

she did along with Dr Death & his boss Francis Collins got them all

the Death Penalty at Camp Delta (GITMO) for Fauci & his boss

Collins. Dr Birx got herself shot by The U.S. Military Firing Squad at

the Guam High Security Facility Location.
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if the white hat operation really wanted to shut down these people

pushing this jabthey would go right after mainstream media all you

hear on mainstream media is them pushing the deadly clot shot why

aren’t they arresting these weasels. The 700 club is pushing the clot

shot get over there and arrest them pieces of shit

That’s the biggest shame of all. People have come to Jesus from

watching that channel, which is a good thing. But when a Christian

channel is promoting this nonsense. Instead of exposing the truth

like other truth tellers are doing, there is something wrong. I wonder

how many ecumenicals they have in there currently?

Sometimes people who CLAIM to follow Christ are not what they

claim. In this day and age we need to be doing our OWN research!

I’m gonna pray that White Hat military go talk to Christian groups

like the 700 Club. Remind them that Jesus Himself referred to Truth

not Love when (between Gethsemane and Golgotha) He said what

His work was (John 18:37). Of course Love is essential, but Truth is

the key. And though Truth can sting, it is also the ultimate Healer.

Religion / Re-Legion has been used by the parasites to pacify the

masses. Jesus didn’t come to start a religion, Followers of Yahushuah

were the people of The Way – not Christianity

These folks are followers of the Dary/Scofield Bible and not

Christianity. They’ve been badly misled and indoctrinated. Look up

the man Samuel Untemeyer. He’s not a Christian and is an enemy of

Christianity. He singlehandedly helped to spread this false version of

Christianity.

Even channels like that do all kinds of crap for money!! I don’t

believe for a second they don’t know it’s wrong!! When they deviate

from the word of God, I stop watching them!!
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Matt 7:22 American Standard Version

Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy by

thy name, and by thy name, and by thy name cast out demons, and

by thy name do many mighty works? And then will I profess unto

them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity.

I assume that most folks here now know that Billy Graham was a

HUGE pedophile. Initially, I was reluctant to accept it but too much

has come out about it over the past two years. He sure had a lot of

people fooled……….

Billy must’ve studied “Mein Kampf” and learned Hitler’s technique of

delivering mesmerizing oratory speech with gusto, that just dazzled

his followers with fiery brimstone and believable total BS.

 
I observed people that followed his baloney in the 60’s, when he gave

a fiery performance at Ratcliff stadium, in Fresno, CA and the

followers just floated in the air as if Mr. Christ handed them a

penny….Billy would have been a excellent DS clot shot pusher,

because he was already a first class pedophile, with god’s blessing…

Well Billy Gram had 1.2 billion in his heavenly bank account, plus he

had a mansion on top of a hill with armed security and fancy limo’s

too, and all for the love of the white man’s god………..

Yes, indeed. It is shameful How many so-called Christians have

messed up things but good. God will not be gentle to them.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Andi Kay

You will not be judged according to the faults of others – only your

own.

 
Matthew 7:1-3

That’s a Fact… Makes me ill that operation blessing they probably

take in about 10 million and spend $6,000 on one well oh boy it’s a

sham they’re all a sham
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Maybe the only thing that can be done about the media is just to

launch that new quantum financial system. All these clowns, all these

media outlets will go down and/or be under new management.

Sooner the better.

If you understood who actually owns and runs MSM (elites and some

governments) then you would know that is is a multistage take down

which is what they are currently doing. They have to chip away at it

as it is like an iceberg where you only get to see the top part but there

is a massive structure below the surface.

One by one, tens of thousands seeing justice so far, the demonic

servants of Satan will pay. GOD is waiting for His people to set up the

meeting. Vengeance is Mine sayeth the Lord, I will repay.

Tens of thousands? I have been wondering about this. Why don’t the

congressional reps notice people disappearing? Maybe they think

they won’t get caught. But I would expect someone to leak

something. There are Senate pages, and secretaries and other staff

around. And no one says or notices thinning ranks? It doesn’t make

sense. Watched some of the hearings on TV and saw a lot of empty

seats, but don’t know if that is normal. And finally: What are they

doing with the bodies? Cremation? Gavin Newsome has signed

something stating that dead people in California can be composted

and used for fertilizer!

There are doubles, and maybe some of the support staff is gone, too!

I totally IGNORE the MSM and it’s LIES! God has said he will take

care of this. Keep the faith!

except it wasn’t Gavin Newsome – it seems his lookalike is even

worse – you remember Newsome’s fate as reported here …And we

know also from here that three have upped sticks and flown away

while pretending to be around … and Washington DC is reported (by

those who actually pay attention) as a ghost town …
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But as we know, it’s easy to fool people, but very difficult to convince

people they’ve been fooled

Was Newsom really replaced immediately after, or before, execution

as the story goes? The double may be more damaging. What about

Nancy? WTF? Or Paul? Al Roaker?

Al Roker?? I haven’t heard anything about him except for his recent

trips to the hospital!!

Shame on Newscum’s doppelganger. No respect for the dead. Dead

people are still someone’s family member or friend.

About a hundred nations belong to the anti-globalist Alliance, many

of them also conducting genocide trials for the past 6 years. Tens of

thousands may be a low number, plus an unknown number of

globalist family members buried in destroyed DUMBs and bunkers.

Probably, the bodies are put on ice so later lawsuits can be properly

adjudicated with DNA proof of death, along with court files, videos of

trials and executions.

With his determination to get everyone vaxxed and boosted to the

hilt be sure that he gets plenty of your very highest quality ones (no

saline solutions) before he heads for his tribunal and potential

execution.

 
Only the very best for these self-proclaimed perfectionists. It they are

so perfect then they need to prove themselves as invincible. LOL!!!

And down, down they go. Like a bunch of bowling pins. Keep it up,

get ’em all, and hang ’em high. They’ve been screwing the American

people for a decade or more.

Tens of thousands so far, arranging the meetings with GOD one by

one, as His creation is avenged. Vengeance is Mine sayeth the Lord

GOD, I will repay. Sheep on His right, goats on His left, GOD

Almighty, the Lord JESUS is separating His sheep from Satan’s

goats. You do not want to be a goat.
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The majority of the Tribe of Babylonian Radanites posing as jews are

very proud to be the “chosen” though they havent been spiritually

significant to anyone other than themselves and Lucifer for 2000

years. Since god cut them off and cursed them. He replaced them

with the Catholics.

 
If you had access to a way back time machine from 7 years ago. 2

Esdra 2:10 used to say that God was taking Jerusalem away from

Judah and he was giving it to the Catholics his new elect people.

1 and 2 Esdras are not part of the Biblical canon, so it matters not

what they say. The Vatican liars kept their Latin from the people;

thus their opinion is nothing of importance.

Cathlics will have to do much soul searching when the revealing is in

full flow for trusting the Pedos in their chirches who were maiming

the souls of beautiful young children.

Only Israelites, all 12 tribes including Judah and Benjamin, are

called GOD’s sheep in Holy Scripture. This does not include Jews

who are goats, not sheep. Jewish scholars admit in their own writings

that they are not descended from Israelites. Beware. Revelation 2:9,

3:9

The Catholics are NOT God’s new elect. Where on earth do you get

that? Probably from the Lucifer-worshiping Popes. WOW. That is the

first time I have ever heard that. Catholicism was formed by

Constantine not by God. I pray for the catholics that do not know the

truth. The RCC has lied since its inception. Even to the point of

changing the Bible to suit their needs.

Many Catholics do know the truth. A remnant of Catholic Priests

both live & preach the truth. But most denominations are steeped in

more religion than truth, more tradition than Gospel, & more error

than truth. Eventually denominations will disintegrate & all that will

be left is light & darkness.
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Interesting analysis, Sean. Presumably by “denominations,” you

mean sects. “Eventually … all that will be left” (as you put it), will be

His remnant Church gone into the era of peace of which Isaiah wrote.

While those people who brawl against said religion, will be forsaken

by Him.

WAIT FOR THE WH REVEAL….the hidden books are now out of the

Vatican for our true history. Constantine from the line of Caesars

(Roman elites )had the Bible written by his Family the Pisos. Read

about what they did with the NT bible..

 
The names in the NT part of the bible are mostly made up…the bible

is a code book for the inner workers of the church.

 
…

 
wwwDOTbibliotecapleyadesDOTnet/esp_sociopol_piso.htm

 
…

 
Find Book on Amazon”

 
…

 
from The True Authorship of the New Testament. By Abelard

Reuchlin

 
…

 
The Piso Family and the Story of The Bible “The New Testament, the

Church, and Christianity, were all the creation of the Calpurnius Piso

family, who were Roman aristocrats. The New Testament and all the

characters in it – Jesus, all the Josephs, all the Marys, all the

disciples, apostles, Paul, and John the Baptist – are all fictional.”

Catholicism is just the rebranded Roman Empire and they invented

Mr. Jesus to keep the empire operational, when their old business

plan ran out of gas after 700 years.

That’s pure BS!! There is no book of Esdra and the Catholics are not

God’s chosen people!!

LOL. This is so delusional I’m laughing. If GOD replaced the Jews

with the Catholic Church — God then sanctions all the pedophilia &

human trafficking that the Catholic Church has been doing for
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millenniums?

There are NO denominations in heaven. There is just the Groom &

His Bride – the family of heaven.

Whether you’re talking Judaism to Catholicism, Sean, not to mention

protestant sects springing up from the early 16th century, God never

endorses or blesses sin. While all mankind remains weakened from

the Original Sin of Adam, his falling vastly afoul of the

Commandments of God, as given to Moses for salvific purposes,

brings with it the never-ending panoply of great crime reported in

these pages.

Whether you’re talking Judaism to Catholicism, Sean, not to mention

protestant sects springing up from the early 16th century, God will

not endorse or bless sin. While all mankind remains weakened from

the Original Sin of Adam, his falling vastly afoul of the

Commandments of God, as given to Moses for salvific purposes,

brings with it all depravity as reported in these pages.

Agree with you up until you said “Catholics.” That’s another satanic

religion mentioned in Revelation 2:9 and 3:9. With an intercessor

who is not Jesus Christ (they pray to a man); rituals that involve

“killing Jesus over and over” as in, they’re saying his one sacrifice

wasn’t enough; men wearing women’s clothing; and lots more.

Robert Breaker has a great sermon, “What I am NOT a Catholic”

which has more. I know you might be stuck in your ways, and also

saw you called someone anti-semitic today when they were not; but, I

still pray that your eyes are opened. Your name has a soft spot in my

heart.

God bless in Jesus name.

You are ignorant of history and so full of Sh-t. Go wash out your

rumbled mind
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You can’t shoot these people fast enough? These dogs need to be put

down like they have rabies.

Keep these articles of truth coming Michael. We need an early

Christmas present.. Can’t wait to hear about tomorrow’s results (Pel-

ochie).

Last edited 15 hours ago by Jennifer

Can’t take all those $millions with you to GITMO Jeff!! They won’t

buy you anything there, but a cell like everyone else has. Oh shit!!

Big deal even if this was true which it’s probably not, why would they

be wasting their time hauling in these little fish when the real

criminals like Fauci, Birx and most of Washington run free? Pulling

in this guy or the Sec. of Education accomplishes nothing. The people

above them are criminals that need to be dealt with.

Really, mind showing us photographic proof of any of these people

getting executed? Just because someone says it happened doesn’t

mean it did without proof. Do you believe in Santa Claus? If these

people were executed how come no one ever speaks of them going

away?

The military is not going to tip its hand until they’re ready. I don’t

believe in Santa Claus, but I do believe in God even though I haven’t

seen “photographic proof” of His existence.

With respect to the issue of “proof” in the form of photos or videos,

the U.S. Military is releasing what they want released, which means

no pics or videos for the time being. Why? Because they don’t want

millions of leftist fucktards mobilizing to protect Deep State turds

from the arrests, prosecutions and executions they so richly deserve.

In other words, it’s a lot easier for the White Hats to continue to

exterminate Deep State cockroaches if the Bolsheviks are all

wallowing in their normalcy bias, thinking “RRN is just fan-fiction.
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This isn’t really happening”. Just imagine how much more difficult

the arrests would be if leftists were setting up sanctuary cities for

Deep State criminals.

Lets just say you have not seen them as of late, and don’t forget I

have personally seen fakes wearing masks.

Hell yeah, I love it when JAG secretly arrests people i have never

heard of before in my life

I guess it’s a good thing everybody you know of is clean. My guess is

this dude is crying like a baby and singing like a bird right now. They

always shoot for the bottom of the totem pole first when they really

looking to get the higher-ups as the ones you’ve never heard of will

give up their bosses to avoid the noose.

These monsters purpose on our beloved planet is beyond my

comprehension. How can anyone believe anything that the horrific

MSM says? May Father God lift the veil to his remaining children

young and old that still need the eyes that see.

 
SHUT THE MSM DOWN ALREADY or use it for good for once!

If you ever needed any proof as to why Satan is called the “Prince of

the Power of the Air”, the MSM is it…

Which is why there was spiritual war for 3 weeks before Daniel

finally got his answer….Good old Michael the Archangel had to step

in and break up the fight.

CNN should be,”Satan Noose Nutwork”, CBS should be,”Satan

Bullshitting Nutwork”, FNN should be,”Faux Noose Nutwork” and

NBC should be, Nutty Bullshitting Nutwork, then……..

These MONSTERS are the MINIONS of Satan. They help him carry

out his mission, which is to kill, rob, and destroy.
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And we are the Warriors of the Kingdom in full armor as per

Ephesians 6-10-18, fighting back evil spirits, calling all angels,

putting out BOLOs on the agents of depravity, trapping and

apprehending the perps from hell, cursing and binding all occultic

assignments, all demonic weapons declared defective as per Isaiah

54:17, no hellish killer will retaliate as per Psalm 109… Even Elijah

said there are more of us than there are of them. Greater is He who is

in us that he who is in the world. NEVER FORGET THAT!!

Good Job! Seems to me Biden could be charged with the same thing.

I suppose if you guys are leaving this “actor” in place there must be a

good reason. Does he know he will hang when he gets charged? Saw

a recent shot of “Pelosi” and I could tell it wasn’t her. Cheeks too fat.

My mom last night said she thought she saw James Comey on TV. I

said it’s difficult to find “a double” who is 6 foot seven inches, and

asked if she saw him standing or seated?

She said he was seated, and we both laughed about the double.

Glad she’s mostly on board. Mostly; sadly, she had a flu shot a few

months ago, which I’ve been telling her is now contaminated with

mRNA. Well, I’ll get her some NAC…

I read where Piglosi’s cloned double started malfunctioning with her

wax copy husband at the JFK center, a few weeks back and her dog

handlers, had to whisk them away, pronto…….

If these guys even had an ounce of sense, they would realize they

would have to run and hide. Don’t they read RRN?

You can run, but you CAN’T hide! Be sure your sin will find you out!

With the satellite ability to TRACK everything, these folks are sitting

ducks!

The many followers that RRN has, is a miniscule amount compared

to US population numbers. Then, there are the ones that do not

“believe” unless the info comes from their camp. They do not give
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their sheeple full disclosure either.

They put too much trust in the dark overlord himself, that’s why.

They’re untouchable in their own eyes.

WOW!!!! I sure do love it when a PLAN COMES TOGETHER, DON’T

YOU? Lets hope this one decides to turn on all the really bad

people….

They already HAVE ALL the evidence they need. They just have to

sort through it and connect the dots!

I presume the hope is that the relatively small fish like him will crack

under pressure to name the big fish?

If they already have 100’s of 1,000’s of sealed envelopes with 99

indictments per envelope, I think as Trump said, “we know who they

are, we have it all!” Obama, Fauci & others were given deals because

they sang, they renigged on their deals and got final justice. The

military white hats have been collecting their data for decades, long

before they approached Trump to run for President.

Those envelopes were part of the basis for the raid on Mar-a-Lago.

They thought Trump was foolish enough to keep them at his

residence.

He also might have soiled his underwear too, with that huge negative

surprise, but no, news outlet would never mention it……., but it

would be hilarious, though…!

No, Jeff, you didn’t do anything. Forcibly maiming and murdering

millions of people with the graphene-laden clot shot isn’t just

anything.

They still feel they can innocently and grandly go about their

luxurious ill gotten lives. “These people are stupid” The game has

changed with new rules and penalties.
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Same rules and penalties, just no corruption in the Courts during

MilitAry Tribunals and no fancy footwork by attorneys or bribes.

“Where are you taking me?” Zients asked.

 
“GITMO,” an investigator replied.

 
“Oh, shit,” Zients said.”

 
GOTCHA!

 
Great article! Please continue, Michael!

Need more apprehensions faster. Have a feel good sensation run thru

me every time a serial traitor from this cabal gets fitted for a new

hemp tie

They aren’t volunteering to turn themselves in and their are a limited

number of beds at Gitmo. Also they have to prepare the trials,

evidence and witnesses BEFORE the Tribunals. NOT as easy as you

THINK!

If he’s married, his wife sure is wondering what happened to him

LOL. Keep her guessing I say. 160 million–how obscene. Hang ’em

high!

goood thinking…..she spill beans..for spoon of ice cream-plain

vanilla- if they got for military….

I maintain that we are witnessing the small dominoes falling. The big

ones have already been taken care of. You ask, NP was not a small

domino but she was just arrested a week ago? Yes, but imho, her

arrest was after the fact. Her arrest was another proof what Q said

back in 2017: “The tribunals were over before it began.” God is good

and with our patient endurance the evil will be vanquished. Can I get

a witness? Blessings,

Can’t wait to start rebuilding this country when Trump gets back and

after these vermin have been exterminated. Purge the vermin out

and bring in new blood and run this country right. Clean up the

LGBTQ, clean out the mRNA-injected crops and livestock, clean up
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the traffickers and finish that wall, mandatory capital punishment for

paedophilia, rape, incest and child sex trafficking. total ban on

abortions like Malta has, burn the vaccines, and clean up the

corruption from 2020 and 2022. So much work to do.

And get rid of the gestapo CIA, FBI, DHS, CPS, Demonrats and the

lesser vermin, also…..

According to Sebastian Gorka a Trump adviser I think, said thus:

“Trump does not have to return to the White House/power to fight

the DS”. He is doing it as we speak. Can I get a witness? Blessings,

I am so happy to see that these monsters who have caused thousands

of deaths and maiming of innocent people with their poisonous shots

and boosters are being brought to justice. I am so thankful for the

White Hats and Donald J. Trump. God we thank you for bringing the

truth into the light. There are so many people who are afraid to go

outside their homes because of “Covid”!! They believe every word

these demons spew out of their mouths. This fat demon knew exactly

why they were there for him. He knows what he has done. Of course,

like all demons, he will try to blame everyone but himself. Their day

is coming too. Lord have mercy on their black hearts and souls!!

Jeff walks warily down the street

 
With his brim pulled way down low

 
Ain’t no sound but the sound of his feet

 
Machine guns ready to go

 
Are you ready hey are you ready for this?

 
Are you hanging on the edge of your seat?

 
Out of the doorway the bullets rip

 
To the sound of the beat yeah

 
Another one bites the dust

 
Another one bites the dust

 
And another one gone and another one gone
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Another one bites the dust

Hey I’m gonna get you too

 
Another one bites the dust

When he accepted the job I guess nobody told him what happened to

Birx. Or did they?

“Oh no” & “Oh shit” sound a lot like he knew exactly what happened

to Birx & maybe even Fauci.

Someone is deleting posts here. I posted twice to this thread & not

only are both my posts gone – a post that I replied to is also gone.

That’s disturbing.

Join the club. Now I know it’s not just me or my computer.I posted

several comments to this article that showed up, but the latest one

shows “Awaiting for approval”.

Join the club. Now I know it’s not just me or my computer.I posted

several comments to this article that showed up, but the latest one

shows “Awaiting for approval”. Maybe we are crashing RRN’s site.

After reading this, I often wonder why the white hat plan has not

become known in their circles?! Maybe it’s not as big as we think?!

Seems like one big cabal player detained/hung/shot would alert

every one of them! Well, the IRS is still in operation, so is the Fed

Res Bank, the military is still trying to start a war, Ukraine is still

being funded, and so is the vaccine industry ( as well as being

advertised)! As such, I assume the cabal still runs the US! I think it’s

that simple. I, however, don’t see how the white hats recover from

allowing this vax push to continue, more or less letting it happen in

the first place. Yes, do your research, but when we have all depended

on AMA, ADA, FDA, EPA, NIH, etc, why would we question them

now?! I certainly did, but 98% people I know have and will not. I’m

am from a family of doctors and they

 
Are all in! Fools!! LET THE PLAN THAT BLOWS BE KNOWN SO

THEY WILL LOOK IN ANOTHER DIRECTION!
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Another luciferian corrupt left wing down.

Let’s depopulate this world with these criminals, demons and when

they’re all gone we can stop depopulating and let the God fearing

populace live and be happy. MAGA! and make this world great.

Real world population just hit 1 billion. I know they say there’s 8

billion but people are stupid. China has about 120 million, India far

far far fewer. When you consider that the USA makes up roughly 1/3

of the Earth’s population, economics start making sense.

Hmmm. To je zajímavé! Divím se, že tento nápad čekal tak dlouho,

než se objevil. Gratuluji, Georgi! Máte pravdu, ekonomika nikdy

neměla smysl. Všechno ostatní byla lež, tak proč ne také „světová

populace“?

 

 


